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work related to your personal and cor-
porate brand that is interesting, exciting
and provides learning opportunities has
become a key personal driver. Intrinsic
motivation is inherently pleasurable and
arises from within; most people do
something because they enjoy doing it.

Aligning personal brand with the
corporate brand impacts the bonding of
employees. This energizes them and
gives them the proud feeling that they
count, that they’re appreciated, and that

they make a useful and valuable contri-
bution. Employees are stimulated in
this way to focus on those activities that
create value for clients. This creates a
culture of peace and stability upon which
creativity and growth can flourish.
Work relationships become more har-
monious, and employee engagement
rises. Low engagement is endemic, and

by Hubert Rampersad

INCREASINGLY, GOOD BRAND
relationships with employ-

ees is more important than
good brand relationships with customers.
Employees should be happy first in
order to make the customers happy;
corporate brand loyalty starts with
employee engagement. This can be
realized by aligning the employee’s
brand with the corporate brand.

Alignment is needed because staff
members don’t work with devotion or
expend energy on something they do
not believe in or agree with. If there is
an effective match between their inter-
ests and those of the company, or if
their values and the company’s values
align, they will be engaged and will
work with greater commitment and
dedication towards realizing the com-
pany objectives. Identification with the
corporate brand is the most important
motive for them to dedicate themselves
actively to the corporate objectives and
to maximize their potential. When your
personal brand is compatible with your
corporate brand and combined in the
best interest of both parties, the results
will be higher brand equity, brand loy-
alty, and happy stakeholders. Doing
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is causing organizations to incur excess
costs, underperform on critical tasks,
and create customer dissatisfaction.

There are 22 million actively disengaged
employees in America, and their dissat-
isfaction is manifested in absence, ill-
ness, and a variety of other big and
small problems. Gallup statistics show
that unhappy workers cost the econo-
my up to $350 billion annually in lost
labor productivity; and that earnings
per share increase 2.6 times when
employees are engaged.

By aligning and synchronizing
employee’s ambition and brand with
their corporate ambition and brand
you can realize the best fit between
employee and company. Matching the
personal brand with the corporate
brand has to do with reaching a higher
compatibility between personal and
corporate objectives. Too often, we find
a values mismatch. Instead of matching
the right person to the right position,
many managers simply fill positions as
quickly as possible. Hence, they lose
money as fast as they lose employees.

You need to get optimal fit between
the personal and the corporate brand
to enhance productivity and to stimu-
late engagement, commitment, love,
and passion. This requires higher com-
patibility between personal and orga-
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nizational objectives. People do not work
with devotion or expend energy on some-
thing they do not believe in or agree with.
Clarity and uniformity of personal and orga-
nizational values and principles are essential
for active employee engagement. Many peo-
ple are keen to contribute more at work, but
the behavior of their managers and the cul-
ture actively discourages them from doing
so. There is vast untapped performance poten-
tial that could drive better financial results.

Encourage managers and employees to
formulate their personal brand and to reflect
about the balance between their personal
brand and the corporate brand. Introduce a
branding meeting between line-managers and
their reports. This is a periodical, informal,
voluntary, and confidential meeting of one
hour to explore the employee’s personal
brand and the fit with the corporate brand.
Hold the meeting monthly. The line-manag-
er or supervisor plays a crucial role in
employee well-being and engagement.
During the alignment process, the
manager should act as a trusted and
informal coach and provide social
support by being a good listener,
providing help, and being some-
one the employee can rely on.
This meeting will clarify if your
personal brand and those of your
company are in harmony—and
where they are in conflict.

Don’t expect a perfect match
or alignment, but the more align-
ment the better. If your brand
doesn’t align with the corporate brand, find
a job where there is a better fit.

Authentic PL Branding (PLB)
Building an authentic PLB is a process. It

starts with determining who you are at your
core—based on your dream, life philosophy,
values, identity, self-knowledge, and self-
awareness. Your PLB should be authentic and
emerge from your search for your identity
and meaning in life. It’s about getting clear
on what you want, fixing it in your mind,
giving it your positive energy, doing what
you love, and developing yourself continu-
ously. It should always reflect your charac-
ter, and be built on your values, strengths,
uniqueness, and genius. If you are branded
in this way you’ll create a life that is fulfill-
ing and attract the people and opportunities
that are a perfect fit for you.

Authentic PLB helps define who you are,
what you stand for, and what makes you
unique, special, and different. You become
your own brand and the CEO of your life.
Everyone has a personal brand, but most
people are not aware of this and do not
manage this strategically, consistently, and
effectively. You should take control of your
brand and the message it sends and affect
how others perceive you. This will help you
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to actively grow and distinguish yourself.
Having an authentic PLB stimulates posi-

tive perceptions about the values and quali-
ties you stand for; tells others who you are,
what you do, what makes you different, how
you create value for them, and what they can
expect when they deal with you; influences
how others perceive you; creates expecta-
tions in the mind of others of what they’ll get
when they work with you; creates an identity
around you that makes it easier for people to
remember who you are; gets your prospects
to see you as the only solution to their problem;
puts you above the competition and makes
you unique and better than competitors.

PLB is a key to business development.
People want to do business with people they
know or feel some sort of connection. If you
are a familiar and consistent presence, they’ll
have the sense that they know you and be
more receptive to doing business with you.

Traditional personal branding focuses on
personal marketing—building a name for

yourself, and then showcasing
what sets you apart.

Authentic PLB focuses on build-
ing a trusted image of yourself that
you project in all you do. It’s
about your values, beliefs,
dream, and genius—combined
with powerful tools to deliver
peak performance and to create
a basis for trustworthiness, credi-
bility, and personal charisma. By
connecting your unique gifts,
purpose, and dreams, you open

yourself up to greater success. Hence, you
place more emphasis on personal develop-
ment, growth, empowerment, and the
human side of branding. Again, it starts with
determining who you are at your core authentic
self—based on your life philosophy, dream,
vision, mission, values, key roles, identity,
self-knowledge, self-awareness, self-responsi-
bility, positive attributes, and self-manage-
ment—not inventing a brand for public
perception and then selling it.

Authentic PLB is related to eight basic
criteria: Authenticity: be your own brand.
Integrity: adhere to the moral and behavioral
code set by your vision. Consistency: be con-
sistent in your behavior. Specialization: be
precise, concentrated on a single core talent
or unique skill. Distinctiveness: distinguish
yourself based on your brand. Visibility:
broadcast it often until it’s embedded in the
minds of the audience. Persistence: your
brand needs time to grow. Performance: if you
don’t perform, and improve yourself, your
branding will only be cosmetic.

When you have a PLB (and act
accordingly), you distinguish yourself.  SSE

Hubert Rampersad is CEO, Personal Branding University, and
author of Authentic Personal Branding (IAP) and Be the CEO of
Your Life (Global Vision). Visit www.www.pbu-edu.org.

ACTION: Create an authentic PLB.
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a chance to make the relationship about
the customer, not the provider.

4. The absence of a clear and inspir-
ing service message by the leader. Many
leaders neglect to design and deliver a
simple, powerful message that articu-
lates the customer-centric view. In my
work, I see the differences in employee
performance between organizations
whose leaders synthesize a clear, sim-
ply stated, memorable service goal and
those that do not. Leaders who activate
their power to direct committed service
facilitate professionalism, leading to
outstanding customer service.

5. Systems that support customer re-
sponsiveness. Firms that build around
a commitment to service gain consider-
able publicity. Nordstrom’s and Zappos

in the retail sector are noted for unusu-
al and attention-capturing service com-
mitments, all focused around leaders
who expect service professionals to
take charge of the customer relation-
ship and make service the only reality.

Take Six Steps
Take these six action steps to create

employee and customer engagement:
1. Establish a one-question culture.

Make any investment, expenditure, or
change subject to a single question:
How will this affect the customer experi-
ence? Consider only actions that gener-
ate a positive response—nothing neutral
or negative. Ask, “Who benefits from
what we are discussing?”

2. Establish ownership of the cus-
tomer relationship for each account.
Each account must be guided by one
professional, to whom others hold them-
selves accountable. The service leader
is attuned to the customer’s needs and
guides all support departments to ensure
consistently high-quality service.

3. Structure the culture around cus-
tomer relationship management and

appreciation. Most hierarchies reward
high-ranking leaders and managers. On
a lower rung are the service and sales
staff, who are dispatched to meet with
customers. Often, they must approach
their fellow employees and company
officers hat-in-hand, asking the favor of
performance on behalf of the customer.
In organizations that utilize an outside
sales force, these professionals are often
treated like outside customer advocates.
Reverse this system, placing the customer
relationship at the core of what the com-
pany does, and strengthening each rela-
tionship with a full support team. This
need not require more staff, but necessi-
tates redeploying individuals to play a key
role in changing the culture. Spreading
customer accountability results in more
engaged employees and customers.

4. Appoint a C-suite professional in
charge of customer experience. All areas
that directly touch the customer should
answer to this professional: customer
service, implementation, relationship
managers, business development, and
sales and marketing. This enables you
to respond to customers more quickly and
consistently. Having a senior officer makes
a statement about values: Nothing is
more important than the customer.

5. Design incentives that clearly ben-
efit individual and team performers.
Only firms with the right incentives have
fully engaged employees. The compensa-
tion system and incentive plan convey
a clear value that the company places on
individual achievement. If this system is
flawed, and excuses are offered, employ-
ees will resent their leaders. The incen-
tive system must be fair, inspiring, and
provide hope for all performers.

6. Recognize, reward, and communi-
cate widely the successes of employees
who build customer loyalty and advo-
cacy. Clearly explain to the C-suite and
to employees your belief in and sup-
port of customer service drivers and their
results. Cite examples of what is unusu-
al, inspiring, and worthy of replication.
Each example of excellence in service con-
tributes to new service designs.

Direct all efforts toward maintain-
ing customer loyalty. Integrate key ser-
vice questions: What keeps our customer
coming back? Is it rational? Emotional?
How close are we to losing each key cus-
tomer? What are we doing about it?

You need to know what drives cus-
tomers in the door, and fastens their
attention on the offerings designed to
enhance their lives or their business. SSE

Sheila E. Murphy, Ph.D., is President of Sheila
Murphy LLC. Email sheila@sheilamurphy.com, visit
www.sheilamurphy.com, or call 602-954-7132.

ACTION: Implement these six steps.

by Sheila E. Murphy

THERE IS NO SHORTAGE OF
knowledge, models, data,

skills or philosophy support-
ing the importance of customer and em-
ployee engagement. Engaged employees
improve your odds of earning and keep-
ing engaged customers, and customer
advocates make firms more valuable.

Obstacles to Change
One or more of five obstacles often pre-

vent us from boosting engagement:
1. The distance between employees

and the final products and services that
the company provides customers. The
layers of function that separate devel-
opment and the final, ready-for-deliv-
ery services easily distract from the
final goal. R&D staff may operate in a
dimension far from the finished prod-
uct. Planned enhancements to offerings
must make sense from the client view
and be understood by staff in product
design from concept through delivery.
The service impact of any product or ser-
vice must be linked directly to the prob-
lem that the product solves for clients.

2. The absence of employee contact
with real customers who work with the
company. Organizations often restrict
direct customer contact to front-line ser-
vice providers, who develop fluency in
customer interaction. These staff mem-
bers often operate at a distance from
financial professionals and other sup-
port areas. A customer advocacy per-
spective may exist in certain front-line
staff, but that knowledge may not be
heard by others. The opportunity for
information sharing is clear.

3. Complicated processes that obscure
the direct service equation. Employees
are frequently busy thinking through
and around bureaucratic complications,
at the expense of addressing the sim-
plest, most powerful service relation-
ship. Central office staff can lose sight
of what customers are receiving, how
they perceive that service, and changes
that are needed. In financial services,
for example, I find that highly skilled
individuals who meet with the cus-
tomer perceive their role as navigators
through the maze of obstacles that
interfere with service—such as delays
in delivery and repeated requests for
client information. Such obstacles reveal

Customer Engagement
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for their development. Yes, gaining cross-
functional experience is a growth opp
for leaders, and vital for those being
groomed to assume major roles. The
casualty in these moves, however, is
often the team or function. It serves as
a training ground for the inexperienced, a
place where modest ambitions are expect-
ed and generally achieved. Only those
people whose development is critical
to the future should be moved into
stretch assignments outside of their
areas of expertise. The productivity of
people on a steep learning curve will
always be limited, so make these deci-
sions cautiously. Balance what is good
for the business with what is good for
any one individual’s development.

4. Rotate people every 12 to 18
months. Some firms believe effective
leadership development means rapid-
ly cycling people through roles. Find a

problem, assign a high potential to solve
it, and then move them on. There are at
least three problems with this strategy:
1) It takes people on average three
years before they are a good ROI (18
months to learn the job, and 18 months
to get good at it); 2) Emerging leaders
in this scenario never live with the results
of their decisions (hence, their learning
cycle is incomplete and their growth
stunted); and 3) Every time you move
someone new into a role, they undo most
of what their predecessor put in place, fur-
ther eroding team productivity.

Your beliefs and practices around
hiring, developing, and deploying tal-
ent have a huge impact on productivity.
Be smarter around people practices and
decisions to boost the bottom line. SSE

Rebecca Schalm is a Practice Leader with RHR Intl.
Visit www.rhrinternational.com/Leadership-Development.

ACTION: Boost your talent productivity.

by Rebecca Schalm

DECLINING PRODUCTIVITY IS
a serious concern since

the more it costs us to pro-
duce something, the less competitive we
are in the marketplace—and that leads
to fewer jobs, diminished earning
power, and a lower standard of living.

The usual explanations or excuses
for declining productivity often point
to low investment in tools, technology,
and innovation. Rarely mentioned are
factors such as how we hire, deploy,
and develop people—but I would
argue that these factors can significant-
ly increase or decrease productivity.

Let’s look at four sure-fire ways you
too can reduce productivity:

1. Settle for less than you need. Is
your business an under-achiever in
recruiting and hiring top talent? Few
organizations undertake an international
search for top talent below the C-suite;
in fact, such a search may be greeted
with skepticism. For example, when
Alberta Health hired an Australian as
CEO, his appointment was met with the
reaction, “Don’t we have anyone local
who is qualified for the job?” If there is
a scarcity of local talent, Hiring the best
may mean looking far and wide. From
a productivity perspective, hiring someone
who is fully capable and can hit the
ground running is a great advantage.

2. Under-value expertise. Many firms
are chock-full of people doing jobs for
which they are not well trained or ade-
quately prepared. Companies are awash
in people who refer to themselves as
generalists. This may mean they’ve
moved around to fill a hole or satisfy
an immediate need. The downside is
that they often lack the perspective and
expertise to take a function to the next
level. One victim of this de-valuing of
expertise is Human Resources. There is
an often erroneous belief that under-
standing and relating to the business is
more important than having the back-
ground and possessing the expertise
required to actually run it. The result is
a dearth of capability across an entire
function. Leading companies know that it
is more expedient and efficient to put real
experts in roles that demand real expertise.

3. Move people around often for their
development. One rationale for moving
people across functions is that it’s good

by Norm Spitzig

GREAT COMPANIES ARE
populated by great

employees. The best general
managers (GMs) exercise the vision,
wisdom, and courage to identify, attract,
hire, and mentor great assistants.

Most GMs spend too much time on
tasks that could and should be
handled by assistants. By hiring
and mentoring the right assis-
tants, you’ll have more time
to do strategic thinking. Your
business will run more effi-
ciently and profitably—and
successors will be in place.

What are the attributes to
look for in assistants?
• Complementary skills. Good assis-

tants are not clones of their GMs; they
bring new and different talents to the
senior managerial mix. A “low tech”
GM would be well-served to hire
someone who knows high-tech tools.
• Practical experience. Beyond formal,

industry-specific education, good assis-
tants need relevant hands-on experience
before they are ready to function effec-
tively. Ideally, this practical experience
can and should be garnered in a vari-
ety of positions within the company or
another company in the industry.

• Loyalty. Good assistants are loyal
to their boss, the GM. Office politics
might make for a good TV sit-com, but
they make for a bad assistant manager.

When the boss looks good, everyone looks
good. Effective assistants trust in the
experience and knowledge of their
bosses, and earn their respect.
• Good work ethic. Top assistants put

in the time to make the business a suc-
cess. Nine-to-fivers need not apply.
Filmmaker John Frankenheimer once
said, “The importance of hard-working
assistants can’t be overemphasized.”
• Desire to be a GM someday. Today’s

assistant manager is potentially tomor-
row’s GM. Someone who is content just
to be an assistant is not someone who
most GMs want on their team. (Yes,

there are exceptions.)
• Passion and enthusiasm

for the industry. Successful
managers genuinely love
their work and their industry.
It is in their blood. 

• Creativity. Newer assistant
managers tend to be too rules-
oriented and rigid. Over time,
most assistants gain indus-

try-specific sense (especially when they
work for a supportive and nurturing
GM), and make creative applications.
• An interesting person. They are not

one-dimensional. They have fulfilling
personal lives and myriad interests and
activities. Nerds seldom become GMs. 
Top assistant managers make work
more enjoyable—and when people
love their work, productivity, customer
satisfaction, and profits all increase. So,
locate, attract, hire and mentor the
right assistant manager. SSE

Norm Spitzig, Principal at Master Club Advisors, is a
speaker and author of Perspectives on Club Management.
Email normspitzig@hotmail.com, call 352-735-5693,
or visit www.MasterClubAdvisors.com.

ACTION: Hire and mentor a top assistant.
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Kill Productivity
Here are four sure-fire ways to do it.

Who to Promote?
What to look for in an assistant.
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and Webinars—into personal relation-
ships using processes that can be test-
ed in advance and offer little risk. 
You need the right processes and systems
to do first contact management (FCM)
right, and assess the success of your
prospecting and lead generation
efforts.

Doing It Right
Effective FCM meets two goals:

gathering useful information and reach-
ing as many people as possible. To
achieve these goals, you need six things:

1. Structured process. The process
must continue to attempt contacts
beyond the first call, until fur-
ther effort is clearly unpro-
ductive. Sadly, sales people
are likely to stop trying
after one or two attempts,
even though more mes-
sages often are needed to
reach even interested
prospects. Sometimes the
number of attempts will
depend on how busy the
rep is with other tasks.
Either way, reps are not making the
number of calls at the specific inter-
vals that research finds to be optimal.

2. Structured questions. Having
structured questions for each contact en-
sures that the company gets the most
value from each lead reached. While
most companies provide training and
a structured approach that ensure that
salespeople know what to ask, call
notes are inaccessible to others. Truly
structured questions provide answers
in a format that can be analyzed statis-
tically. This exposes patterns and trends
that would remain buried in scattered
account records. Wisely chosen ques-
tions can create insight that extends be-
yond the lead to show the performance
of different marketing messages, lead
sources, contact patterns and sales reps.

3. Structured measurement. Define
key metrics, set targets for those met-
rics, compare results to the targets,
and explore differences. The metrics
must fit into a framework that illus-
trates how they relate to each other
and to business value. Continuous,
focused attention to measurement
enables you to identify the causes of
variations in results and know how to

improve future performance.
4. Appropriate systems. Traditional

sales automation systems are designed to
help salespeople manage personal rela-
tionships. They may support a struc-
tured selling methodology, but they’re
not built for high volume, highly struc-
tured phone calls required for effective
FCM. The idea is to minimize the effort
needed to make the calls, capture an-
swers and outcomes, analyze results,
and feed qualified leads to salespeople.

Improving Your Results
Building an effective FCM process

takes time. Fortunately, you can follow
a proven four-step process: 

Step 1: Self-assessment. Understand
the maturity of your FCM process. At
one end of the maturity spectrum is the
process of leads being handed from
marketing to sales without any qualifica-
tion. At the other end, formal lead scor-
ing and handoff processes are in place.

Step 2: Planning. To move
to the next level, you’ll need
a project plan that includes
specific objectives, responsibili-
ties, and metrics. Success
involves changes to busi-
ness processes, with all the
planning and training that
implies. You won’t neces-
sarily need new systems,
but you’ll need to change
how you use your systems.

Step 3: Test. To prove that the pro-
posed cost is worthwhile., select some
leads and run half through the pro-
posed process, while treating the other
half the way you always have. In most
cases, you can do the test quickly and
at minimal cost. If you can’t do this on
your own, hire an outside service.

Step 4: Evaluate and continue. Your
test plan should include capturing result
metrics. These will let you quickly eval-
uate the results and estimate the finan-
cial value of expected improvements. If
the costs outweigh the benefits, you
may need to scale back the project or
try a different approach. Factor in the
value of future improvements—contin-
uous refinement is a major benefit of
having a well-organized process.

Moving leads from marketing to sales
is challenging. Inserting a formal FCM
process can reliably bridge the gap
where leads are easily lost, ensuring
that each lead receives proper treatment
and uncovering sales opps that would
otherwise be missed. SSE

Jenny Vance is president of LeadJen, a B2B lead 
generation company. Visit www.leadjen.com or 
email jenny@leadjen.com.

ACTION: Improve your FCM process.

by Jenny Vance

TOO OFTEN MARKETING
hands great leads to

Sales, but the deal never hap-
pens. So, how can you get value out of
every lead and prospecting call and bridge
the gap between Marketing and Sales?
Moving leads from marketing into the
sales pipeline is challenging. Marketing
interactions today are mostly digital.
Interactions from email messages, Web
pages, forms, downloads and Webinars
provides insight into a prospect’s needs
and interests, but this insight is mostly in-
ferred from behaviors that marketers observe.

This challenges marketers, who hope
to see leads they generate grow into sales.
Marketing spends time and money gen-
erating leads through digital marketing
applications that Sales rejects because
the leads are not qualified, or Sales fails
to follow up on leads systematically.

How can you take your understand-
ing of prospects to a new level and build
a personal relationship with them? The
answer lies in the first sales contact—the
first interaction with a prospect, and the
first chance to get direct answers to specific
questions. But, if sales reps fail to reach
the lead, no information is gathered.

Only one out of seven sales teams fol-
low up and reach at least 75 percent of
the leads. It’s easy to blame the quality
of the leads, but marketers are handing
over more qualified contacts as they
adopt more sophisticated lead screen-
ing, scoring, and nurturing techniques.

More likely, the problem is a failure at
first contact. Unless sales teams reach
out in a systematic, determined fashion,
they’ll miss many possible connections.
Trying one phone call and quitting does
not count as a systematic, determined
approach, yet that’s often the standard.

Making the connection and getting
the right answers helps you put each
lead on its proper path, ensuring that
sales and marketing resources are
deployed productively. And, the first
contact process can provide more market
insight from live prospect dialogue than
any other marketing or sales process. The
information gathered provides impor-
tant insight back to digital marketing
(and the C-suite), to the sales process.
So, learn to turn online interactions—from
email, Web pages, forms, downloads

First Contact Management
B r i d g i n g  t h e  g a p  f r o m  m a r k e t i n g  t o  s a l e s .
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when you speak. But, because people
are unaware of how or why they make
the judgment, they can’t filter out their
biases. With nonverbal communication,
it’s not how you feel that matters most—
it is how observers perceive how you
feel. Those interpretations are often
made subconsciously. Hence, your non-
verbal signals don’t always convey what
you intend them to convey. You may be
slouching because you’re tired, but
people read it as a sign of disinterest. 

4. Body language is how leaders
express emotion. The total impact of a
message is based on: 7 percent words;
38 percent tone of voice, volume, rate
of speech, vocal pitch; 55 percent facial
expressions, hand gestures, postures
and other forms of body language. The
nonverbal aspects reveal underlying
emotion, motives, and feelings, In
fact, people will evaluate most of the

emotional content of your message, not
by what you say but by how you say it
and how you look when you say it.

5. When your body language doesn’t
match your words, your verbal mes-
sage is lost. When your words say one
thing and your gestures indicate another,
you don’t make sense. And if forced to
choose between your rhetoric and your
body language, people will believe
what they see and not what you say.

Nonverbal skills help you develop
positive relationships, influence and
motivate people, improve productivity,
bond with team members, present
ideas with more impact, and authenti-
cally project your personal brand. SSE

Carol Kinsey Goman, Ph.D., is a coach, speaker, and
author of The Nonverbal Advantage and The Silent Lan-
guage of Leaders. Call 510-526-1727, CGoman@CKG.com.

ACTION: Practice your nonverbal skills.

by Carol Kinsey Goman

MANY EXECUTIVES ARE INI-
tially skeptical about

body language, but they soon
know better. Here’s what they learn:

1. Science has validated the impact
of body language. Body language is the
management of time, space, appearance,
posture, gesture, touch, smell, facial ex-
pression, eye contact, and vocal prosody.
Body language is crucial to leadership
effectiveness. It impacts your ability to
negotiate, manage change, build trust,
project charisma, and promote collabo-
ration. Subtle nonverbal cues provide pow-
erful signals about what’s going on in a
business interaction. Whether you win
or lose a negotiation is strongly influ-
enced by the way your body postures
match the other person, the physical
activity as you talk, and degree to which
you set the tone. By monitoring patterns
of nonverbal signals passing between
people, researchers with no knowledge of
a conversation’s content can predict the
outcome of a negotiation, the presenta-
tion of a plan, or a job interview in two
minutes—with 80 percent accuracy!

2. All people—every direct report,
board member, customer, contractor,
and colleague—look for facial and
behavioral cues to decode meaning. We
knew how to win friends and influence
people—or avoid/placate/confront those we
couldn’t befriend—long before we knew
how to use words. We make survival
decisions based solely on intricate bits
of visual information we pick up from
others—almost instantly. We make
major decisions about one another—
assessing credibility, friendliness, trust-
worthiness, confidence, power, status,
and competence—within seven seconds
of meeting. These first impressions are
crucial. Once someone mentally labels
you as likeable or un-likeable, powerful or
submissive, everything else you do will
be viewed through that filter. If some-
one likes you, she’ll look for the best in
you. If she dislikes or mistrusts you,
she’ll suspect devious motives in your
actions. So, learn how to instantly pro-
ject the nonverbal signals of warmth,
candor, credibility, and confidence.

3. People evaluate body language
unconsciously. Co-workers may form a
negative opinion of you because you
slouch, don’t make enough (or too much)
eye contact, or stand too close to them

by Bob Kelleher

AFTER THE EXCITING BUILD-
up and anticipation for

a new year, many of us feel
let down when February rolls around.
And these post-New Year blues can
spill into work, taking a toll on moti-
vation, engagement, and productivity.

How can you keep people
motivated and engaged?
Here are six low-cost ideas for
driving engagement:

1. Office get-togethers and
recognition events should not
be one-time events. Managers
should thank and recognize
employees every month, as
these small, but vital gestures
go a long way in building the culture.

2. Improve your communication
process by having frequent and trans-
parent communication. Create a Com-
munication Promise—a detailed
protocol in which you and your man-
agement/leadership team commit to
communicating to all employees. This
protocol should outline a schedule of
communications over the year that will
be shared with line managers.

3. Focus on building a learning cul-
ture. Although many training/devel-
opment budgets have been cut, never
to return, a key engagement driver is
staff development. You can build a cul-
ture of learning without spending lots
of money. Stretch assignments, mentor

opportunities, cross-sectional task
teams, and luncheon brown bags are all
learning opportunities that have great
impact and marginal direct dollar costs.

4. Determine and communicate your
employment brand. Assemble a cross-
sectional group of top performers to
determine why people work for your
company. Consider conducting a cul-
ture audit as a place to start. You may
discover that you have a hiring problem,
not an engagement problem, because you
are hiring the wrong people—people who
can’t succeed in your culture.

5. Host a You Tube video contest
linked to a business impera-
tive. For little money (but huge
engagement benefit), send out
Flip cameras to every location
or department with a request
that employees pick a compa-
ny value and tell “what that
means to me.” Establish
prizes (they don’t have to be
extravagant—people will be

motivated to participate just because it
will be fun and will want their depart-
ment to win!). Post winners on the
company intranet, as well as YouTube.

6. Have monthly ethnicity theme
nights. This keeps the social interaction
levels high. For example, February
might be Mexico night, sponsored by
Accounting, and all are welcome!
March might be Italian night, sponsored
by Procurement, and all are welcome!

You don’t have to spend much
money to gain big engagement benefits. SSE

Bob Kelleher is CEO of The Employee Engagement
Group and is a speaker, thought leader, consultant,
and author of Louder Than Words. Visit www.bobkelle-
her.com or www.EmployeeEngagment.com.

ACTION: Try these six engaging ideas.
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Nonverbal Skills
Watch your (body) language.
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(labels are mine, the actions were his):
Build trust: The advisor began by

learning a bit about me, before sharing
about himself, his money management
background, education, etc. It was an
effective opening.

Identify needs: He then asked me
some questions. He learned about my
financial goals, and that I was dissatis-
fied with the returns and performance
achieved by my current advisor.

Present solution overview: He ex-
plained that his firm’s approach is not
to be market timers or “fad chasers,”
and he told me about his firm’s invest-
ment model that minimizes risk while
maximizing returns. I also learned that
his approach to determining his clients’
needs was to create a Personal Wealth
Plan based on my answers to questions

such as: Where is my money now? Where
would my financial assets be in retirement?

Close for next step: The advisor then
recommended we meet again in a few
days, and asked that I bring account
statements of my current investments.

Five Big Mistakes
Here are five mistakes he made—all

revolving around selling too fast:
1. He didn’t delve into why I thought

my returns with my current advisor
were poor. If he had, I would have ex-
plained that over the last eight years
my portfolio hadn’t changed much—
little movement of assets from one
investment type to another. My opin-
ion was that my current advisor was
lazy and took my account for granted.
Had my client’s advisor asked the right
questions, he would have gained deep-
er insight into my needs, and he would
have been much more persuasive later
during his solution presentation.

2. Since he didn’t know about my
advisor’s laziness and slow response,
he forfeited a powerful sales tool—

getting prospects to think about the
possible negative consequences of not
making a change. In this case, had he
asked what would happen if I did noth-
ing, I would have thought about the
effect of trusting my money to someone
asleep at the switch, and about all the
fear and uncertainty which that would
have entailed. That would have helped
me put a face on my future.

3. He didn’t try to find out about my
second need. Usually, the first topic dis-
cussed with a prospective client is his
or her greatest concern at that time; it’s
the need that’s most developed from
the customer’s perspective, and the rea-
son the customer agreed to meet with
you. Getting prospects to realize they
have more than one need for change
creates a greater sense of urgency,
which adds greater potential value to
the solution you will eventually offer.

4. He didn’t ask me about my buying
process—how I would make my deci-
sion regarding who would get my busi-
ness. So he didn’t learn that I was going
to be interviewing two of his competi-
tors. He lost out on a chance to start
answering my question “why should I
chose you” before I asked it of him.

5. He didn’t ask me who else would
be involved in my decision. While I
could have been acting alone, had the
advisor asked he would have learned
that my wife is a valued partner in our
financial decisions. He could have then
sped up our buying decision by slow-
ing down his sales pitch and requesting
a follow-up meeting with my wife and me.

Every salesperson wants to sell more.
We all want to make more money and
gain recognition for peak performance.
To do that, we have to align our sales
behavior to the customer’s buying cycle.

The way to do this is to slow down.
That’s the paradox salespeople have to
wrestle with. They will make more
sales, faster, if they slow down each sales
call. They need to ask more questions,
probe for more needs, get the customer
to think more deeply about the benefits
of making a change and the costs of
inaction. That way, customers will more
fully recognize the full range of their
needs and the urgency of those needs.
When a customer more clearly defines
their needs, you have the opportunity
to more clearly differentiate your solu-
tion in ways the customer will recog-
nize as important. It is this connection
with the customer’s buying process
that will differentiate you. SSE

Kevin Davis is president of TopLine Leadership, Inc.
(www.toplineleadership.com), a sales training compa-
ny, and author of Slow Down, Sell Faster!

ACTION: Avoid these five mistakes.

by Kevin Davis

I’VE BEEN DELIVERING SALES
seminars for more than 20

years and had a decade of
sales and sales management experience
before that. When I ask salespeople to
tell me how they sell, they rattle off the
steps of their sales process. When I ask
how their customers buy, they’re stumped.
They give me a lot of confused answers.

This disconnect between selling and
buying is the root cause of many prob-
lems salespeople experience. For exam-
ple, I was recently retained by a
regional VP of sales for a large financial
firm to evaluate the effectiveness of his
team’s sale of investment advisory ser-
vices provided to high-net-worth cus-
tomers. He asked me to be a mystery
shopper, and at his request I met with
one of his salespeople while posing as a
high-net-worth customer considering
the possibility of changing from my
current financial advisor to another
investment management firm.

Coincidentally, at the time I actually
had a few concerns about my own per-
sonal financial advisor, and because I
realized that I might change firms as a
result of my analysis, I told my client
that in order to perform a realistic deci-
sion process, I’d also meet with two of
his company’s competitors. (It’s also
why I asked to meet his best and most
experienced advisor, figuring that’s
who I’d want working for me should I
decide to actually pick this firm.)

Over the next six weeks, I met as
planned with the reps of three different
investment advisory firms, including
one from my client’s firm. Each sales
consultant was very effective at build-
ing rapport, making me feel comfort-
able and creating a perception of caring.

Yet they all made the single most
common mistake that salespeople make:
they moved through the steps of their
sales process—building trust, identify-
ing needs, presenting their solutions,
going for the close—without thinking
about where I was in my decision-mak-
ing process. They sold too fast. They
put me on their sales track, instead of
joining me in my buying process.

To illustrate what this means, here’s
a recap of my first face-to-face meeting
with my client’s investment advisor

Selling Too Fast
I t  o f t e n  c a u s e s  l o s t  s a l e s .
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know, in a matter of minutes, the
problem is solved.

6. Create your own Board of
Advisors. Create your own board of
advisors or build your own Power of
Six as my colleague Dave Stech.

7. Call your clients. Find out how
they are doing, what they need, and
how else you can serve better them.

8. Call your top prospects. When
the economy gets tough, and the
news is bad, people get paralyzed
from fear. They stress out about their
business, their money, they think the
worst is going to happen to them. Be
the beacon of light they need to get
them through this tough time. Give
them ideas that can help them not
only survive but thrive in this economy.

9. Raise your expectations and
your performance standards. Some

examples of that for me include getting
a personal assistant to manage my per-
sonal affairs, not my business affairs.
Getting an assistant who travels with
me at all times (in addition to an assis-
tant who is back in the home office hand-
ling the day-to-day business affairs.

10. Building deeper relationships
with more influential people. I’m
known as The Connector because I
have mastered the art of networking
with the rich and famous. Who can
help you grow your business and
make more sales? How can you build a
deeper relationship with these people? 

What is your best idea for winning
big in this crazy economy? SSE

Larry Benet, aka The Connector, is a Master at
Networking with the Rich and Famous. Visit
www.LarryBenet.com to learn about Connectology.

ACTION: Recession-proof your business.

by Larry Benet

AS MOST PEOPLE WAIT FOR
the sky to fall and lis-

ten to the doom and gloom in
the news, we just had our best month
in over a year, and we know of many
businesses whose sales are actually up
despite this crazy economy.

Ten Best Practices
Here are 10 tips that can help you

take your business to the next level,
and help you recession-proof your
personal and business income.

1. Change your thinking—and you
change your life. I used to be a some-
what negative person, but the moment
I decided to focus on expecting posi-
tive things and being a ball of energy
that is contagious—amazing things
started to happen in my life and work.

2. Surround yourself with positive
people, messages, and images. If neces-
sary, don’t read the news, turn off the
TV, and change your environment.

3. Refuse to participate in this
recession. Yes, the past year has been
tough. I’ve faced my fair share of chal-
lenges. But I refuse to participate in
this recession. How about you? I hope
you decide not to participate—or no
longer participate in it—either.

4. Get an accountability partner—
and have consequences for not follow-
ing up on tasks you commit to. If you
say you are supposed to make 10 new
sales call a day, and you don’t do it,
what are the consequences? If you say
you are going to work out four times a
week, or have a date night once a
week with your significant other, what
are the consequences? When I miss an
accountability call with my partner, I
pay $50 to him or his favorite charity.

5. Get a mentor. I used to try to fig-
ure out things on my own, thinking
that was the cheaper way to go. Well,
it took forever; and half the time, I
didn’t get the results I wanted. You are
paying for not having a mentor,
whether you like it or not. What is the
one area in your business or in your
life where you are not getting the
results you want—or it is taking
longer then you would like to reach
that goal. When you have a problem
and feel stuck, get on the phone with
one of your mentors. Next thing you

by John
Anderson 
and Marc
Michaelson

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REVIEWS (APRS)
can be invaluable in maintaining

alignment between employee perfor-
mance and management’s goals and
expectations. However, they do little to
improve performance, enhance skills, or
develop leadership qualities.
Even so, most managers use
APRs as part of their
employee development!

This is troubling. The one
tool employers rely on most
to develop talent is not going
to deliver desired results. To
make APRs more effective as
a developmental tool, make
coaching and mentoring (C&M) an
integral part of your culture.

C&M cultures inspire employees to
give their best, to perform to the high-
est standards daily. You could hardly
expect the same from a culture that
checks in with employees once a year.
In C&M cultures, performance reviews
happen all the time (at least monthly).
The review becomes just that—a review
of the challenges, issues and progress
that managers and employees have
talked about during the year. Using
APRs in this way is just one hallmark
of C&M cultures. To build such a cul-
ture, also take these four initiatives:

1. Assess and develop employees

and organizational emotional intelli-
gence. EI is the ability to understand,
manage and respond effectively to your
emotions and the emotions of others—a
quality of effective leaders. EI helps
create cultures where people collabo-
rate and aspire to do their best work.

2. Hold regular one-on-one reviews.
Having regular one-on-one reviews
enables employees to make frequent
adjustments to their performance and
validates your commitment to helping
them succeed. To transform reviews
into a collaborative coaching relation-
ship, offer developmental coaching in
addition to providing the usual feed-
back, and create a joint vision of ongo-

ing goals and objectives
during each review.

3. Develop your collabora-
tive advantage. You gain
strategic and competitive ben-
efits when you cooperate with
all stakeholders—inside and
out—for the benefit of we, not
I. To achieve these benefits,
you need to institute policies

and practices that spread responsibility,
authority, and accountability.

4. Create a best place to work. Best
places to work have high trust between
managers and employees. As a result,
their people are more creative, produc-
tive and loyal. And they attract and
retain the best talent. Trust breeds pride,
enthusiasm, and peak performance.

These initiatives bring greater prof-
itability, improved productivity, and
better retention of top talent. SSE

John Anderson and Marc Michaelson are principals of
The Glowan Consulting Group. Call 626-914-1545,
email info@Glowan.com, or visit www.glowan.com.

ACTION: Take these four initiatives.
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port materials. People who dress
casually usually have a more relaxed
and “homey” way of relating. And
people who are flashy dressers tend
to like action and fun activities.

5. Their reasons, not yours. People
do things for their reasons—not yours.
When you know their reasons, you
can influence them in a personal way.

6. Generational differences. Place
them into their generational perspec-
tive. People who are Baby Boomers
see work and relationships very dif-
ferently than the Gen X’ers. Each gen-
eration has its special needs. Listen to
them. Ask them questions. You will
discover how to design
your interactions to fit their
age and perspective of life.

7. The stress factor.
People who are under
stress are always puzzling.
They act in strange, irra-
tional, and immature ways.
Don’t try to understand
them if they are angry. Let
them vent and calm down.
If they are frustrated and
overwhelmed, help them work
through their problems. As you talk
with them, offer insights and alterna-
tive viewpoints. Usually people under
stress have tunnel vision.

8. Learn how to disagree, but still
be friends. Everyone wears a sign that
says, Don’t make me wrong, just kindly
disagree. See that conflict is not neces-
sarily good or bad—it just is. In order
to de-puzzle conflict, let it be a tool for
generating ideas, then taking opposing
ideas and creating a better solution.

9. Offer respect. The highest form
of respect is to listen intently to other’s
thoughts. Don’t dismiss an idea before
the person who originated it is fin-
ished explaining how it will work. If
you do, you may wonder why their
behavior is stand-offish. This puz-
zling behavior, however, is your fault.

10. Try a little charisma. Smile at
them. Compliment them. Sincere and
deserved flattery will still get you every-
thing—including more open and hon-
est relationships. Why? At our warp
speed of life, we rarely take enough
time to be friends and to give sincere
thanks for hard work and extra effort
provided by others.

Help Your People Do More
Overworked employees are prone to

errors, accidents, and low productivity.
We tend to send mixed signals today
about long work hours: we agree with
employees having a pity party about
how hard they work—yet we reward
employees for going the extra mile.

Overworked employees should be
taken seriously. Employees who are
overworked are more likely to exhibit
anxiety, make mistakes, harbor angry
feelings about their employer for ex-
pecting them to be on the job for long
hours and resent coworkers who don’t
pull their share of the load. Nearly half
of employees who feel overworked
report that their health is poor and 8
percent of employees who are not
overworked experience symptoms of
clinical depression compared with 21
percent who are highly overworked.

What can you do to help employees
feel less overworked while still finish-

ing their tasks each day?
Using time efficiently at
work is a big issue. You can
help employees reduce the
feeling of being over-
whelmed by: training
employees in time manage-
ment principles, discourag-
ing the practice of eating at
the desk and working
through lunch, insisting
employees take vacation

time, permitting flexible work hours
when appropriate, encouraging non-
interrupt zones in the day when work-
ers can focus on their tasks, assigning
tasks well in advance of deadlines.

To be efficient, you must first be
effective. For instance, you might be
highly efficient in manufacturing tech-
niques, but if no one buys your products,
you are not effective. To encourage effi-
ciency and effectiveness, you can have
clearly stated goals with built in dead-
lines, insist employees make a daily to
do list, ensure equipment works prop-
erly, supply the necessary materials for
job completion, and train employees on
software packages that enable more
efficient work. By doing these things,
you help employees leverage their time
in the office and be more productive.

Make an effort to grease the wheels
of productivity, and not be the stick that
gets caught in the spokes, catapulting the
rider from the trail. Help workers feel
less overwhelmed, do more in less time,
and achieve desired results. SSE

Karla Brandau is CEO of Workplace Power Institute.
Call 770-923-0883, www.WorkplacePowerInstitute.com.

ACTION: Improve your people skills.

by Karla Brandau

CAMARADERIE AND PRO-
ductivity involve relat-

ing to others across a chasm of
behavioral differences. Improving your
people skills helps you figure out how
to bridge the gap between yourself
and others, thereby making the culture
more supportive and collaborative.

When individuals lack the people
skills of communication, flexibility, and
accommodation, the culture is often
tense. Are individuals free to focus on
goals instead of climbing the walls
thrown up by misunderstanding and
opinions hardened in concrete?

You spend about 80 percent of your
time communicating daily—and likely
spend 80 percent of that time puzzled
about the perceptions, views, and re-
sponses of co-workers, peers, custom-
ers, and family members. You might
even wonder what UFO dropped
them off and forgot to pick them up.

These tips will help you depuzzle
human behavior:

1. As-is. Accept that there are four
main styles of functioning and you repre-
sent only one of the styles. Therefore, 75
percent of the world sees life different-
ly than you do. To de-puzzle behavior,
accept the other person as is—just the
way they are. You’ll never change
them to see your exact point of view.

2. Strengths. Focus on the strengths
of the other person, not the liabilities.
Contrary to the way some people
believe and act, everyone has weak-
nesses. No one is perfect in every way.
So de-puzzle them by separating out
strengths from weaknesses.

3. Activities. Take note of activities.
Where they invest their time tells you
what they value. Do they volunteer for
problem-solving or risky projects? Are
they involved in associations or ad hoc
committees for improvement? Do they
take extra time for their children’s
activities? Are they involved in a polit-
ical party or a religious group? Make
quiet observations—you’ll learn much.

4. Observe surroundings. Observe
their desk and their dress. Are their
desks meticulous? Do they dress in a
casual way or flashy way? People who
have very clean desks often like
extreme detail in presentations and sup-

People Skills
Depuzzle human behavior.
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company’s vision, mission, core values,
strategy and goals. Communicating this
big picture often will help keep them focused
and engaged. Also, share financials and
revenue goals quarterly, so employees
see where the company is headed and
what their role is in achieving growth
goals. Create monthly communications
that discuss the six-month strategy and
goals of each department and company.

Continuously communicate to your
employees their role in achieving com-
pany and team goals. Let them know
how their skills and talents contribute.
Send them the feedback you receive
from customers and solicit their ideas
for improving service. Ask them what
are reasonable sales and revenue goals? Ask
them to participate in cutting costs and
improving processes and procedures.
The more they participate, the more
vested they’ll be in achieving goals.

Consider creating employee com-
mittees. Ask employees from all areas
to participate on internal committees
with regards to product/service
launches and improvements, customer
relations, strategy and growth initia-
tives. The more informed and engaged
your employees, the lower their stress
and the higher their productivity.

Set specific guidelines regarding social
media. Your company’s reputation is one
of your most valuable assets, and you
need to protect that asset. It’s easier
and less expensive to manage your repu-
tation than correct it once it’s tarnished.

Develop and deploy proactive commun-
ications to grow business profitably! SSE

Janet Boulter is a consultant, trainer, speaker, business
reconstructor, and CEO of the Center Consulting
Group. Call 303-368-9954, email jboulter@centercon-
sultgroup.com, or visit www.centerconsultgroup.com.

ACTION: Customize your communications.

by Janet Boulter

TECHNOLOGY WILL CONTINUE
to shape the way we

communicate, market our
products/services, and conduct busi-
ness. I invite you to create and deploy
a cost-effective and comprehensive com-
munications program to grow profitably.

Technology now enables managers
to reach targeted audiences worldwide.
Now’s the time to use technology to
customize your communications and
target your messages to ensure you
connect with customers and employees
in an effective and engaging manner.

Establish connections and then turn
those connections into relationships. The
more engaged someone is with a com-
pany, the more likely they are to stay
connected (loyal). To develop effective
relationships, your engagements should
be designed around two-way dialogue.

You likely have an external communi-
cations program that enables you to
market and advertise to your customers,
and yet you may fail to engage them.
Your communications tend to be focused
outward and do not solicit input and
feedback from customers. Most loyalty
programs are focused on giving offers
and deals—not soliciting suggestions,
feedback or asking for ideas.

Modify your program to include a
customized program where you target
your messages, style your communications
in a way that works for individual cus-
tomers, and ask them to participate in
growing your company, improving
your products/services, and innovat-
ing new ones. Ask: what features/ben-
efits would they like? What are they
willing to pay for? How can doing
business with your company be easier,
more enjoyable? Consider using sur-
veys, customer participation or adviso-
ry panels, innovation committees, and
idea forums to engage your customers.

A good external communications pro-
gram will enhance customer relations,
drive engagement (sales), increase cus-
tomer retention, differentiate you from
competitors, and improve quality.

Beyond communicating regularly
with customers, you need an internal
communications program to engage and
keep employees informed. The more
informed your employees, the lower your
turnover and higher your productivity. All
employees need to understand the

by Mike Sipple Jr.

IWAS ONCE ASKED TO SHARE
what defines A players:

“What characteristics and
traits should we look for in recruiting
A talent to join us in key positions.”

I am passionate about attracting, re-
cruiting, developing, engag-
ing, and retaining top talent.
As a second generation re-
cruiting executive, I consider
this business to be a calling!

First, I must say that this
client’s mindset is unique. Too
many managers get comfortable
in recruiting talent and never
move the needle beyond the point
of yesterday’s success. This client
sees a chance to capitalize on what suc-
cess looks like for the future. It’s excit-
ing to partner with companies that are
action- and results-oriented! They want
to complement what has made them suc-
cessful in the past with what will make
them successful in the future! They want
to soar beyond where they are today.

Second, I believe that an A candidate
for one client may not equal an A can-
didate for another. However, there are
traits that characterize top talent today.

I believe that 10 traits define A can-
didates and top talent in today’s market.
This list is based on what we learn
from our client engagements and the
dynamic definition of ideal talent in
the marketplace. That said, here are my

Top 10 Attributes of A Talent:
• They have positive attitudes and

give positive energy.
• They are Connectors and Relationship

Builders with excellent relationship and
communication skills.
• They understand the differences

between leadership and management—
no matter what their position today!
• They are collaborators—they

encourage and enjoy teamwork and
collaboration but are willing and able
to challenge status quo.
• They project authenticity and possess

the ability to quickly establish
trust and credibility. 

• They are change agents—
they encourage new ideas
and think outside the box.

• They roll up their sleeves
and get hands-on when nec-
essary—I call this the can-
do/will-do attitude).

• They fit the culture and
chemistry of the organization,

leadership team, and those around them.
• They take initiative and are consis-

tently self-motivated to take action and
create desired business results.
• They desire and seek ongoing devel-

opment, professionally and personally.
The executive team that asked this

question has been wildly successful for
decades, and yet they’re reaching for a
new level of success. We’ve focused on
strengths while recruiting talent that
will stretch their minds and business.

What attributes, skills or traits do
you seek in top candidates and A talent?  SSE

Mike Sipple Jr. is VP of Centennial, Inc., an executive
recruiting, talent strategy and career coaching firm.
Visit www.centennialinc.com or call 513-366-3760.

ACTION: Recruit A Players for your enterprise.

Your ‘A’ Players
Your future depends on them.
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ful you become. You don’t need to
choreograph every waking hour, just
design an ideal day for you that enforces
some structure and predictability,
while still leaving room for spontane-
ity and playfulness. Ask yourself if
what you’re doing, this moment, is
consistent with your number one goal.
Have you pictured your ideal day yet?

4. Anonymity is the biggest barrier
to success. I wear a nametag 24-7. I
have zero anonymity. I’m not suggest-
ing you do the same. In fact, I suggest
you do not. But consider the adverse
relationship between anonymity and
profitability. A good start would be to
throw away your marketing
plan and begin writing a
visibility plan. Because it’s
who you know—not who
knows you —and whose
life is better because they
know you. How are you
making people aware of you?

5. Beware of the over-
commitment trap. It’s like
owning a truck: The week
you buy it, everyone needs
help moving, and you become entan-
gled in other people’s agendas. Learn
to be respectfully discerning about whom
you give permission to participate in
your life. Ask: Is this person asking me
to create a future that I’ll feel obligated to
be a part of? Is the level of help this person
is asking me to offer commensurate with
the type of relationship I have with them?
If you don’t set healthy boundaries for
yourself, other people will set them
for you. And then they’ll violate them.
Are you spending too much time being
everybody else’s dream machine?

6. Consistency is far better than
rare moments of greatness. When I
talk to fellow authors, they’re always
working on their next book. But when I
ask them the only question that matters—
What did you write today?—they fumble
to answer. This means they’re inconsis-
tent (and their book stays inside them).
Tragic. Writers who discipline them-
selves to write every day create amaz-
ing books. Consistency is the engine
of exquisite execution, and the con-
duit of character. There is no royal
road to greatness except by constantly
plugging, every day. What action have
you taken on your idea, today?

7. Strike a passionate pose. You
need passion to execute exquisitely;
however, passion without purpose is
pointless. Otherwise your passion
becomes nothing but a beautiful blaz-
ing fire that burns you and everyone
you touch. To gauge the relevancy of
your passion, ask yourself: Is your pas-
sion irrelevant to the marketplace? Is it
inherently interesting, but difficult to
sell? Is it intrinsically appealing, but
something you suck at? Avoid striking
a passionate pose that nobody notices.
Are you operating out of your passion in
the most profitable, healthy way?

8. Hacking isn’t cheating. In the
game of life, you have a few options:
Change the game so there are no rules.
Change the rules so you can win at
your game. Play the game but become
the exception to every rule. And the
question to ask when faced with a rule
is: Can this rule be ignored, modified or
changed? Give yourself permission to

refuse to accept your current
circumstances. This enables
you to create a new set of cir-
cumstances. Learn the rules,
and which rules are irrele-
vant. What could you do that
is the opposite of everyone?

9. Get comfortable with
the risk of failure. If you
screw up early enough, quick-
ly enough and quietly enough
—and extract lessons learned

—only a few people will notice. That’s
why mistake is the mentor of man. The
challenge is attending to your failures
with a mindset of personal growth, life-long
learning, and never-ending improvement.
Do this, and disappointment will dissi-
pate, discomfort will be less threaten-
ing. Then, ask: What do I need to learn
about this mistake to make it no longer a
mistake? People aren’t averse to risk—
they’re averse to loss, often the result of
risk. What can you lose today?

10. Make a public, purposeful choice
to play big. I started wearing a nametag
24/7 in 2000, started a company in 2002,
but didn’t see profit until 2005. The
year I started making real money—and
real meaning—was the year I got the
nametag tattooed on my chest. When you
publicize your commitment—to commit
enough so you can’t turn back—providence
orchestrates the perfect conditions. At
that point, executing what matters will
result. And people won’t just pay atten-
tion—they’ll pay ample money. Is your
commitment unquestionable? SSE

Scott Ginsberg is author of 35 Strategies for Increasing
the Probability of Success. Call 314-256-1800, or email
scott@hellomynameisscott.com.

ACTION: Become more approachable/profitable.

by Scott Ginsberg

I’VE BEEN WEARING A NAME-
tag for 10 years—never

taking it off. I even tattooed
my nametag on my chest, and have made
a career out of wearing a nametag. Why?
I developed the nametag profession as a
way to teach people how to overcome
their shyness and the awkwardness of
making that first introduction. In the
process, I’ve become the authority on
how to be approach-able and profit-able.

The only thing in life that you have
control over is yourself. You greatly
increase the odds of good things hap-
pening by making yourself more able.

In my new book Able, you’ll find 35
strategies for increasing the probability
of success, including: How to be more
find-able, refer-able, sell-able, advance-
able, book-able, brand-able, buzz-able,
callback-able, sough-after-able and
unstop-able in all you are trying to
achieve. Observe these 10 principles:

1. Ideas are free; execution is price-
less. Anybody can wear a nametag, but
few can leverage a simple idea into a
six-figure enterprise. Your big advan-
tage is when nobody can keep up with you.
You have to be dangerously prolific.
That’s how you out-execute the com-
petition. And here’s how: executional
velocity—take action quickly; execution-
al volume—take action prodigiously;
executional value—take action exquis-
itely; and executional vitality—take
action consistently. Are you an idea per-
son or an execution person?

2. Never be stopped by not knowing
how. Accept that the planets will never
be aligned. Don’t wait until everything’s
perfect, until you’re experienced enough,
until you know what you’re doing,
until you have overwhelming evidence
to trust yourself. Heighten your impa-
tience; enter into the heart of action—
jump high, hoping there’s water below.
Otherwise procrastination—the redneck
second cousin of patience—will rob you
of the motivation you need. Finished is
the new perfect. How will you leverage
impatience as fuel for your motivation?

3. Ambition without focus is bank-
ruptcy. How you spend your day—
hour by hour—determines how much
money you make, how happy you are,
how healthy you are, and how success-

Approachable/Profitable
L e s s o n s  l e a r n e d  f r o m  w e a r i n g  a  n a m e t a g .
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working. After making adjustments
based on their feedback, open SM up
to another group, and then another,
until you have everyone on the sites
who wants to be there. Don’t force it. If
someone doesn’t want to tweet, blog,
or do Facebook posts, that’s okay. 

3. Make it fun. To get people excited
about SM, have a contest. Give every-
one (or every team) a promo code for a
special sale or event. Then, let people
market to their family, friends, custom-
ers, and social networks. The person or
team with the most promo codes redeemed
gets a gift or prize. One retailer did this
and had a $3 million bottom-line boost! 

4. Consider IT and other staffing
needs. When facilitating SM access,
opening the company outside the cor-
porate firewall, ensure you protect compa-

ny assets. While doing SM posts can be a
rewarding part of people’s day, eventu-
ally you’ll need a full-time staff member
to oversee SM activities. 

5. Implement your SM activity and
policy from the top down. Your execu-
tives need to dive into SM activities. If
the CEO is on Facebook and posts tweets
on Twitter and blogs regularly, employ-
ees will embrace social media as well. 

SM for business is not a fad. It may
morph and change, but it won’t go away.
Those companies that embrace it now
and get its employees involved will reap
the most rewards. SSE

Heather Lutze is CEO of The Findability Group and a
speaker and author of The FindAbility Formula (Wiley).
Visit www.FindabilityGroup.com.

ACTION: Set your SM guidelines.

by Heather Lutze

HAVING A BUSINESS PRESENCE
in social media (SM)

communities—Facebook,
Twitter, and YouTube—can positively
impact your bottom line. Connecting
with customers and prospects builds
loyalty and community, and SM mar-
keting is changing customer relations.
When creating a SM strategy, some
managers ask, “Do we open this up to
the company?” Some argue that allow-
ing employees to access SM sites will
result in a productivity drain, and so
they put filters in place or ban SM sites.

However, when employees visit SM
sites, it provides a mental break and
increases their concentration and pro-
ductivity. People already have some
distractions. The question is, Do you
want to offer a suitable distraction?

You can’t simply allow everyone to
post to the company’s SM sites arbi-
trarily. You need to set rules of engage-
ment. Follow these six suggestions:

1. Put everything in writing. Detail
what is and what is not allowed to hap-
pen on your SM sites. You may want
to specify such things as not sharing
proprietary information, keeping all posts
positive, not sharing client information,
not divulging salary or benefit informa-
tion, and not revealing any proprietary
intelligence. What you allow is up to
you and your culture. Some compa-
nies decide that they will talk about
their clients and customers (with the
customer’s permission), while others
don’t. Have each employee sign off on
the SM rules and place a copy in their
file. Make it clear that if they break
any of the rules, their job is in jeop-
ardy. Also, reveal whether HR is moni-
toring the emails, posts, and tweets. 

2. Start by giving SM access to cer-
tain people to test the waters, then
open it to others in phases. Start by
forming a SM committee. Invite cer-
tain people to join (make it optional).
Those who come to the meeting will
be the best people to represent you on
the internet. Work with them to help
clarify the rules and define your pur-
pose for being on the SM sites. Then,
allow these people to become your SM
advocates. After a few weeks, have
them report on what’s going well,
what they’ve learned, and what’s not

by Sherri Elliott-Yeary

IN JUST A FEW YEARS, NEWS-
paper ads have been almost

entirely replaced by online
job boards. Now, active recruiting at job
fairs has met its match in social media.
This new method of finding, screening,
and recruiting employees has incredible
power to advance goals—at a value price.

As you make forays into social media
(SM), rely on three key sites:
Face-book, Twitter, and LinkedIn.

Use these sites to research
potential job candidates. You
can check out an applicant’s
Facebook or MySpace page to
see comments and photos.
This may reveal more than a
phone call to a reference. A
picture can be worth a thou-
sand words. You can maintain SM
pages at little cost, yet create an effective
means of recruiting excellent candidates.

Your SM recruitment strategy should
contain eight elements:

1. Create a rich user experience for
social networkers. Set up a Facebook
page or tab for recruiting. Establish a
Twitter account for your company’s HR
department. Include links to your cor-
porate web page, featuring rich, invit-
ing content geared toward potential
employees. Make it easy for them to
learn about your company. Ensure that
the look and feel of your SM sites is
consistent with your branding efforts.

2. Make your social networking
pages transparent. Use a Facebook page

to show prospective applicants what it
is like to work in your organization. 

3. Open the conversation. Use Facebook
to converse with potential employees.
Post openings on Twitter and respond
to inquiries. Keep it light, honest, and
welcoming. Allow people to comment
on your recruitment process and learn. 

4. Build your network. Nothing draws
Fans and Followers to SM sites like great
advice and expertise. Provide tips on
the job market, good resumes or net-
working to enhance your chances that
top talent will engage with your content—
and apply for a job with your company.

5. Leverage the web, but don’t rely on
it exclusively. The Internet—including

SM— is a great way to find
quality people. But the web
should not be your only source
of background checking. 

6. Move fast. Top candidates
move quickly, and so should
you. Delays cause you to
end up with second-rate hires.
Monitor SM sites daily.

7. Ask for help. When you
Tweet a new job opening or post it on
Facebook, encourage Fans and Followers
to share it with qualified friends.

8. Measure your results. Ask: Where
did you get this month’s new hires? How
did you find the candidates who stayed for
the long-term? Which method of recruiting
quickly generated a slate of qualified candi-
dates? Answer them to find new ways to
refine and improve your SM presence.

Social media is an invaluable recruit-
ing tool. Make these eight elements a reali-
ty for your company and candidates. SSE

Sherri Elliott-Yeary is founder of Gen InsYght, the
CEO of Optimance Workforce Strategies, and author
of Ties to Tattoos. Visit www.geninsyght.com and
www.tiestotattoos.com. Email sherri@geninsyght.com.

ACTION: Use social media to recruit top talent.

Social Media
Implement five strategies.
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for help when you need it. When lost,
men often refuse to stop and ask for
directions. And wives are saying,
“Please, just stop at this gas station—
I’ll go in and ask!” In business, women
are more likely to do what they do best
and rely on others to complete the rest.
Honestly and accurately assess who you
are, what type of leader you are, which
skills you possess, and which ones you
lack. Improve your social and emotion-
al skill sets. Learn to collaborate while
you lead. Recognize your weaknesses
and surround yourself with profession-
als who complement you.

3. Let others lead, while you follow.
Women tend to have less ego as leaders.
They don’t mind letting others take the
reins when it makes sense. And that’s a
good thing, because traditional leader-
ship no longer works in the social busi-
ness world. To be a good social leader,
subjugate your needs for the better-
ment of the community. Follow your
leadership team, listen to your newest
hires, put yourself where they are, and
hear the other perspectives. Let your

employees lead the way. Give them
permission to succeed as well as fail.
Be supportive in the background and
understand that you can’t always be in
control. Allow the group to drive the
agenda while recognizing that the
health of the community requires that
the community dictate what it looks like.

4. Know how others perceive you.
Women tend to be more self-aware. They
understand how others view them and
what they do that influences these per-
ceptions. As a social leader, you need to
honestly ask yourself: Am I intimidat-
ing? Do I have a loud and booming voice
that dominates any room I walk into? Is
my demeanor aggressive or threatening?
For a change, be silent; sit back from
the table, or in the corner of the room.
Minimize your presence and pay atten-
tion to how your dynamic changes the
tenor of a conversation or meeting.

5. Embrace a social culture. Women
leaders are driven by self-awareness,
happiness, emotional and physical
recovery, engagement, and reciprocity
and recognition. These attributes are

based on female leaders’ core needs to
help grow the talent of their people, to
tolerate change in people, and to create
real impact, including personal renewal
and internal joy. Anyone, regardless of
gender, can contribute to such a culture.
A social organization embodies an
openness of expression, an openness of
networks, and an openness that allows
for both risks and rewards. Social cul-
ture stands for something that only
your company can create. It’s some-
thing personal that comes from within.
That’s what makes it lasting, exciting,
powerful, and magnetic.

6. Focus on what’s in it for others.
Men tend to be focused on meeting lin-
ear goals; women are building bridges
that may serve them in the future.
Likewise, traditional leaders think
about making products and providing
services for ROI. Social leaders think
about what’s in it for other people as
they begin to build a loyal following.
Don’t get me wrong. Any good female
leader will carefully consider the busi-
ness side of every issue, but they recog-
nize that those issues are part of a big
picture that includes their employees,
customers, and communities. Social
models are revenue models that enable
others to benefit from what you are
offering while connecting emotively.
Show your communities what’s in it for
them. The more you do, the more
they’ll benefit; and the more they bene-
fit, the more they’ll return to you.”

7. Remember, business is personal.
Women tend to demonstrate humility,
caring, and openness. At work, they
tend to speak to coworkers like they
speak to their families—which encour-
ages people to talk. Like it or not, people
bring themselves, their personalities, their
voices, and their personal selves to work.
Social leaders, both women and men,
embrace this reality, because they
understand that it enhances business.

Making business personal is about
showing that you are a person with
passions, interests, fears, family, and
friends. Listening to what people want,
how they feel, and what makes them tick
enables social businesses to improve cus-
tomer experiences and create attractive
communities. Make your business social;
bring your personal self to work; show
people that you’re human.

Today, meeting people’s social needs
for connectedness is the key to success.
To succeed in the age of relationships,
embrace feminine values. SSE

Barry Libert is author of Social Nation (Wiley) 
and CEO of Mzinga. Call 800-225-5945 or visit
www.socialnationbook.com.

ACTION: Manage more from your feminine side.

by Barry Libert

WE’RE ALL AWARE OF THE
glass ceiling, wage

gap, and struggles for work-
place equality. From 2000 to 2007 the
number of women managers increased
by only 1 percent (and they’re still paid
less). But the rise of social media will
dramatically shift this picture. And, as
social media transform the way we do
business, feminine qualities will become
more valuable than ever.

Studies on gender differences come
to two conclusions: Males are aggres-
sive; females are nurturing. Men are
competitive, combative, and self-cen-
tered. Women are collaborative, com-
municative, and community-centered.
As social media takes hold and changes
the way we do business, managers who
see the importance of caring and nur-
turing qualities will grow and prosper.

Women tend to make deeper emo-
tional connections with colleagues and
business partners. Women leaders tend
to exhibit more social and emotional
skills—sharing, caring, and putting oth-
ers first. The way women lead is very
valuable as businesses become social
enterprises. So, it’s time to woman up.

This does not mean that men can’t be
great leaders in socially driven busi-
nesses. Leading socially and designing
a business as a social organization are
challenging for both genders. But com-
panies that level the playing field for
women, and men who cultivate femi-
nine characteristics, will prosper.

Whether you’re a man or a woman,
start embracing your feminine side (yes,
many women have squelched their nat-
ural leadership style). Here are seven
tips for becoming a great social leader:

1. Get to know the people around
you. Women tend to be people persons at
heart—and so do great social leaders.
Allow yourself to care about the people
who work for you. Get to know what
motivates and inspires them, and what
they want at work. Listen to their desires
and complaints. Women usually excel
at this because they tend to lead the social
dynamics in their families, but men can
do it, too. Find out what matters to the
people around you to engage with them
and to provide for them, on their terms.

2. Know what you are not—and ask

Women Win
Cultivate  female strengths.
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The ultimate goal of every sales pro
is to have a CSI score in the top right
quadrant (signaling the product/ser-
vice and sales professional both exceed
the customer’s expectations. This is
labeled Exceptional customer care!

Customers who score you in the
bottom right quadrant leave when their
relationship with a sales professional ends.
The same is true for top left quadrant
business. As soon as another vendor
enters your market with an equal pro-
duct or service, customers will leave in
droves—as they’re tired of giving their
money to an enterprise whose sales-
people and service reps don’t apprec-
iate them. Strive for business transactions
to be top right quadrant activities.

To identify why customers love you or
leave you, and what can be done, try
this: Pair off with a colleague, draw a
CSI chart on a flip chart, white board,

or cork board, and have each team
throw a tape ball at the chart from a
distance. Where their tape ball lands is
the quadrant for which the team has to
prepare a sales presentation—to over-
come any negatives or reinforce the
positives, in order to keep a customer.

Think about why we’re losing cus-
tomers, or can’t recruit new customers.
Ask yourself and team these questions,
and be open-minded to see the reality.
You can then work on the solution—
where the real innovation and oppor-
tunity emerge. It’s time to do more to
make customers happy. After all, it’s
far more cost-efficient to keep current cus-
tomers than to ignore customers who
leave and try to sell to new prospects. SSE

Jeff Magee is author of Performance-Driven Selling. 
Visit www.JeffreyMagee.com.

ACTION: Learn from your customer ratings.

by Jeffrey Magee

MANY SALES MANAGERS
feel that they have

customers largely because
of the great product or service they
offer. This may be true, but your under-
standing of how your firm measures
up on an objective Customer Service
Index (CSI), may reveal why a customer
truly does business with you and why
the same customer may leave.

Building customer loyalty today is
an extremely difficult task. Just pro-
viding a customer with excellent care
may actually be the impetus for a customer
to leave. To ensure that a customer
gained is a customer kept, sales pro-
fessionals and internal customer care
agents must continuously strive to
provide exceptional customer care.

Customers measure two basic vari-
ables delivered by firms from which
they purchase. These two variables are
measured on a scale of low to high.
The measure of these two variables
influences the prospects’/customers’
buying or repeat buying decisions.
These two variables also directly influ-
ence a buyer’s loyalty.

Measure how a customer might rate
the actual product or service being
purchased on a vertical axis, from low
at the bottom to progressively better the
higher up the scale the feedback reveals.
Then measure how well the people
associated with the transaction han-
dled the encounter, from poor/low to
the left and progressively better the fur-
ther to the right the feedback reveals.
• A CSI score in the bottom left quadrant

would be labeled Poor customer care
and would lead to lost business.
• A score in the bottom right quadrant

would be labeled Excellent customer
care. Although the product or service
they are buying didn’t meet or exceed
their expectations, sometimes it is the
sales professional who maintains the
business and carries the organization.
• A score in the top left quadrant would

be labeled Excellent customer care also.
Again, a very misleading label, and
the sales professional’s understanding
must be that business is taking place
here, largely because of product or
brand loyalty, not because the sales
professional is delivering great care.
This, too, leads to future lost business.

by Pamela Yellen

IF YOU DON’T OFFEND SOME-
body by noon each day, you

are not doing much, says
business-building expert Dan Kennedy.

Do you sell something unique, like a
product or service that’s revolutionary,
or higher (or lower) priced—something
that makes prospects skeptical?

After investigating over
450 financial products and
strategies, I concluded that
people have been brainwashed
into believing they must risk
their money in order to grow it.

I discovered an old method
for growing a nest egg safely
and predictably. I call it Bank
On Yourself. I consider it to be the best
way to invest money. But few people
knew about it—and so it became my
mission to educate people.

Nothing could have prepared me for
the controversy that followed. I imme-
diately incurred the wrath of Wall
Street, banks, and finance companies,
as well as the financial advisors who
were planted in conventional investing
and retirement planning methods.

Hundreds of thousands of people
use this Bank on Yourself method, and
not one lost money when the stock and
real estate markets crashed. In fact,
their plans have all continued grow-
ing—safely and predictably. But I faced
the challenge of dispelling myths and

convincing people to open their minds to
a different way of doing things. Getting
hate mail daily caused me great pain,
and at times I considered giving up.

I came to realize that if everybody
already accepts what you do, you’re not
making an impact or bringing value to the
world. The attacks continued, but I
couldn’t give up. I was compelled to
share Bank On Yourself with people
who had so little to show for doing all
the right things they’d been taught.

Make a Bold Guarantee
One day, in an hour of despair, I seized

upon a scary and risky idea: I
decided to put my money where
my mouth is, list the advan-
tages and guarantees of Bank
on Yourself, and offer a big cash
reward to the first person to
show they use a strategy that
can beat it. I started with a
$10,000 reward; then, when
my book on Bank On Yourself

was released, I upped it to $100,000!
It’s worked! It’s an effective “carrot”

that motivates people to investigate.
Make the biggest, boldest guarantee

you possibly can. And don’t water it
down with a bunch of fine print or
weasel language. Think about what you
could do to get your foot in the door
with skeptical prospects. For example,
you could guarantee the initial meet-
ing or service: “If you feel your time
was wasted, I’ll pay you or your favorite
charity $100!” Some people may try to
take advantage of you, but your sales
will more than make up for it. SSE

Pamela Yellen is a consultant to financial advisors and
author of Bank on Yourself. www.BankOnYourself.com

ACTION: Make a bold guarantee.

Selling to Skeptics
Put money where your mouth is.
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thing. The font choice, color palette
and idea name are irrelevant. Editing
is a left-brain activity that is complete-
ly separate from idea generation. Keep
it that way. First, let the ideas come
out; sloppy and uninhibited. You’ll
have chances to edit later.

4. Thou shalt not execute. The sec-
ond an idea hits the whiteboard, you
can become distracted by thinking
about execution. You wonder: how the
idea would come to life. What would it
cost? Who would run it? What would the
project plan look like? What would be the
financial implications? Where would the
work take place? When would we begin?
Those are great questions for later;
avoid them at this stage.
They are your left-brain
in all its glory sneaking
in and vying for a seat at
the table. As important
as such thinking may be,
it will quickly crush your
creativity. Keep it out of
the room.

5. Thou shalt not
worry. Fear is the single
biggest blocker of cre-
ativity. It is pounded into
us from childhood on.
We learn in school that
there is always one right answer and
mistakes should be avoided at all cost.
You need to release that fear to
unshackle your true creative potential.
If you’re leading the group, emphasize
this before you begin. Tell colleagues
that every idea matters and that the
point of the exercise is to get a lot of
ideas on the board. To create a culture
where everyone feels comfortable tak-
ing risks and has no fear of embarrass-
ment or negative consequences, set an
example. Enable others to release their
fears, so creative thinking can emerge.

6. Thou shalt not look backward.
We can learn a lot from the past, but it
can also limit our ability to invent the
future. Holding back an idea because
we tried it once before and it didn’t work
out well is highly limiting. Think how
much the world changes daily. An idea
today comes into a world with new
circumstances, market conditions,
technologies and customer tastes. If it
didn’t work in the past, it may just have
been ahead of its time. Perhaps that idea,
when revisited, will lead to a revised
version that can carry the day. Every
idea is new at this moment, so share
every one that you believe has merit.

7. Thou shalt not lose focus. Idea
sessions can easily dissolve into wan-
dering. Don’t let it happen. An idea
might remind someone of a story she

just has to tell. Or it might lead to tak-
ing on a different creative challenge, or
discussing a completely different topic.

A right-brain creative state is so rare
and so refreshing that its energy and
excitement can cause a team to stray. To
solve this, keep what I call a parking lot
list. When unrelated topics come up,
put them on the parking lot list to be
discussed another time. This will keep
the group focused on the task at hand
while still ensuring that important con-
cepts are remembered and get attention
at a later date.

8. Thou shalt not sap energy. There
are two kinds of people, zappers and
sappers. When you’re with a zapper, you

feel energized. You
become engaged, you
lean forward, you feel
stimulated, which is ideal
for creative expression.
Sappers drain your ener-
gy. Even if you’ve just
had six shots of espresso,
you want to fall asleep
after speaking with them
for five minutes. Just as
you manage the clock or
manage a budget, man-
age energy. The energy of
the room can build,

unleashing brilliant ideas while every-
one has a great time, or it can devolve
into yet another boring, BlackBerry-
checking, clock-watching drone session.
Do everything you can to keep the
energy up. High-fives, cheers and posi-
tive vibes for all. Don’t allow negativity
and energy-draining commentary to suck
life from the room.

9. Thou shalt not compare. Compar-
ing ideas is an insidious form of criticism
that needs to be checked at the door
with all other left-brain habits. Comparing
often contains an implicit criticism. That’s
like the idea Jim had last year, sounds
harmless, but not if everyone hated Jim.

10. Thou shalt not make fun at oth-
ers’ expense. Brainstorming can become
quite jolly, and it’s tempting to start jok-
ing about what comes up. But resist.
Laughter at the expense of an idea is a
fast way to kill it.

Follow these commandments assidu-
ously to prevent brainstorming sessions
from wasting time and producing only
the same three safe—and useless—ideas
the group had last time. Brainstorming
is an immensely useful activity, but
only if you use it properly. SSE

Josh Linkner is author of Disciplined Dreaming: A Proven
System for Breakthrough Creativity (Wiley/Jossey-Bass).
Visit www.joshlinkner.com.

ACTION: Follow these tips when brainstorming.

by Josh Linkner

BRAINSTORMING IS BIG TODAY,
but in becoming ubiqui-

tous it has lost something.
The invitation “Let’s brainstorm” typi-
cally leads to a gathering in a confer-
ence room where the convener asks for
ideas then shoots them down as fast as
they come up. Brainstorming has been
compressed and made more efficient—
killing its real purpose in the process.

The point of brainstorming is to let
creativity shine. You need to be very
careful not to let criticism stifle that
creativity. The creative process must be
supported, nurtured and embraced
wholeheartedly to generate good
results. To that end, I’ve developed 10
commandments of brainstorming, uni-
versal rules to help establish a frame-
work for imagination and creativity.

Print out a copy of these rules and
tape them to the wall before any brain-
storming session. I’d also suggest you
bring a bell, kazoo, drum or other
noisemaker to the session. Every time
someone breaks one of the command-
ments, ring the bell or beat the drum.
Make your whole team responsible for
enforcing the rules and holding every-
one else accountable. Think of the
rules as non-negotiable and make sure
everyone on your team agrees to them
before any idea generation begins.

1. Thou shalt not judge. As ideas
begin to flow, you must do everything
in your power to let them flow. No one
should be allowed to offer any judg-
ment of any idea. The idea-generation
phase is about generating ideas, not
ranking them. Just let them run like
the mighty Amazon. There will be
plenty of time to evaluate them later.

2. Thou shalt not comment. Even if
the person next to you throws out the
stupidest idea you’ve ever heard, let the
process continue. The slightest comment
or criticism will change the mood, and
the group will clam up. The aim is to
bring ideas to the surface, not discuss
them. The only acceptable comment is
a very short wow, cool, or sweeeeeet.

3. Thou shalt not edit. Don’t let
your inner editor join the session.
When you’re brainstorming it doesn’t
matter where the comma goes in the
sentence, or how best to word some-
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an argument is to find some truth in what
the other person is saying, even if you dis-
agree with the criticism or complaint.
Acknowledging the person’s feelings
without agreeing with what’s said, opens
the door to clarification and reconciliation.
• Inquiring. By asking for clarification

of ideas, needs and feelings, you signal
a feeling of respect and can work toward
mutual understanding and compromise.
• I Feel statements. Expressing yourself

by saying “I feel angry because you seem
to be avoiding me” is more productive
than the accusatory, “you made me angry
and it’s your fault that I’ve had a bad day.”
You take responsibility for your feel-
ings and share them, rather than esca-
lating the confrontation by blaming and
putting the person on the defensive. 
• Internal dialogue. Automatic thoughts,

including your assumptions and conclu-
sions, cause emotional reactions and
distortions. For example, you might say:
“I should have gone to work despite being
ill” (using should, must, and have to in
judging your actions). Once you learn
about the distortions, you can challenge
them, create rational alternative thoughts,
and dissolve negative emotions.

Interpersonal conflict is healthy when
it brings a rich sharing of ideas, mutual
respect and an appreciation of diverse
opinions, needs, and values. Use con-
frontation reduction skills to enhance
trust, creativity, and the quantity and
quality of your products and services! SSE

Jack Singer is a speaker, trainer, consultant and author
of The Teacher’s Ultimate Stress Mastery Guide. Visit
www.drjacksinger.com, email drjack@funspeaker.com.

ACTION: Master confrontation reduction skills.

by Jack N. Singer

MANAGING INTERPERSONAL
conflict is among the

most vital skills that you can
possess, since unresolved or insensitively
managed conflict negatively impacts pro-
ductivity, morale, and the bottom line. 

To resolve conflict, take three-steps:
1. Evaluate your conflict manage-

ment style. Self-assessment can give
you insight into how you react in con-
flict situations. The insight helps you
understand what buttons get pushed
when you are provoked.

2. Identify conflict management be-
haviors. When you experience conflict,
you resort to behavioral habits. These
reactions include: 1) Non-productive
behaviors, such as confronting, dominat-
ing, defending, using sarcasm, hostile
humor, repressing emotions, insisting
on being right, stonewalling, and
blaming; 2) Neutral behaviors, such as
avoiding, cooling off, apologizing, and
giving in or backing off to avoid con-
frontation; and 3) Positive behaviors,
such as active listening, empathizing,
disarming, inquiring, using “I feel”
statements, and recognizing how your
internal dialogue impacts your emo-
tional reactions. The goal is to elimi-
nate negative and neutral behaviors and
practice positive confrontation reduction
skills until they become habits. 

3. Learn seven powerful confronta-
tion reduction skills.
• Active Listening. Practice genuine lis-

tening, as opposed to defensive listening,
where you plan your retort while the
other person is talking. Paraphrase what
the other person says in your words,
without judging, agreeing or disagree-
ing. Listen to and reflect the content,
needs and feelings of the other person.
Ask for feedback to determine whether
you interpreted correctly. Ask for clari-
fication until you’re sure that you have
heard what the other person is saying
and how he or she really feels emotion-
ally. You can then respond. The other
person then listens and paraphrases for
you. Continue until you both clarify your
positions and are certain that the other
person heard you and understands.
• Empathizing. Put yourself in the other

person’s shoes; try seeing through his or
her eyes, taking into account cultural,
racial, gender, experiential differences.
• Disarming. The fastest way to defuse

by Wendy Weiss

YOU CAN SELL YOUR WAY OUT
of a slump by giving your

prospects and clients honest
value and communicating honestly with
them. There is no reason to ever lie to a
prospect. Such tactics often backfire.

When gatekeepers ask, “What is this
in reference to?” you need not blurt out
all that you wish to discuss. Give them
the minimum information need-
ed to put your call through—
often simply your name and
company name. Make your
responses short and to-the-point. 

In sales, honesty is always
the best policy. Once I spoke
with a friend, Jane, an assis-
tant dean at a business school.
She had attended an event
where she met an exhibitor with a ser-
vice that she thought would benefit the
school. She told the exhibitor that she
would introduce the exhibitor’s sales
rep to the decision-maker. Later she
received a call from a rep of the compa-
ny. Her secretary asked, “What is this
in reference to?” The rep answered,
“I’m returning Jane’s call.” Hmmmm . . .

Jane was happy to help this compa-
ny make the right connection—until
the rep lied to her. Jane was offended
and would not speak to the caller.

So what might this sales rep have
said? How about: “Please tell Jane that
(rep’s name) from (company) is call-
ing.” Or “Jane met (exhibitor’s name)
at (name of event).” Or “I’m from

(company name.) Jane said she’d help
us.” Jane would have recognized the
company name and either taken the call
or asked her secretary to convey the de-
cision-maker’s name and contact info. 

Never lie to a prospect, even if you
are having a hard time reaching the
decision-maker. Recently I asked a
client what to say when a gatekeeper
asks, “What is this in reference to?”
One experienced sales rep suggested,
“I’m not sure. I’m just returning the call.”

I’ve heard many variations on this
response: “It’s personal.” “She called me.”
“He asked me to call.” And on and on.
Some responses are clever, and believ-
able. Just one problem—they aren’t true.

These responses might get
you in, but problems start
when the decision-maker
picks up—the person who
knows that he did not call
you, did not ask you to call
him, and does not know you.
With some fancy mouth work,
you might get beyond your
prospect’s irritation. Perhaps

your message is so compelling that
your prospect will engage with you.

Here’s my point: You can reach deci-
sion-makers directly without having to
lie. Fictional responses may get you
access, but they also might torpedo any
chance of turning prospects into customers. 

Just say: “Please tell (prospect’s name)
that (your name) from (your company) is
on the line.” If the prospect is available,
you should get through. When prospect-
ing, don’t lie, fudge the truth, or make up
stuff. Honesty is always the best policy. SSE

Wendy Weiss, The Queen of Cold Calling, is author of
101 Cold Calling Tips For Building New Customers. Call
866-405-8212 or email Wendy@wendyweiss.com.

ACTION: Never lie when making sales calls.
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